
Make payments highly available, intelligent 
and economical

TRAVIC-Payment Hub (TPH) stands for highest automation levels in European payments and at  
the same time offers extensive customisation options. The hybrid platform conserves the technical  
resources of financial service providers and can be operated on-premises or as a payments as a  
service solution. Of course, TPH is also ready for Request to Pay.

Regulatory requirements as opportunity
Regulatory requirements in payments are constantly in-
creasing. A hybrid platform like TRAVIC-Payment Hub 
creates synergies. This reduces both the adaptation effort 
during implementation ("change the bank") and the main-
tenance effort ("run the bank"). In running operation, TPH 
demonstrates how specialist teams merge and a cross-
scheme view of payments can be achieved.

Platform for Request to Pay
After instant payments, cross-border and high-value pay-
ments and SEPA mass payments, the fourth scheme is cur-
rently being implemented: the standard Request to Pay 
(RTP) of the European Payments Council (EPC). The ser-
vice must be available 24/7/365 and support time-critical 
end-to-end messaging.

Heterogeneous requirements are no problem
TRAVIC-Payment Hub allows extensive customisation ac-
cording to the user's requirements. This is made possible 
by customised workflows per client at scheme and product 
level, individual interfaces and channels. In addition, there 
is a high degree of configurability at the levels of accounts, 
customers, customer groups and standards.

Even individual database extensions, GUI artifacts or busi-
ness services can be combined with the standard product. 
The result is an functional overall system that covers all 
regulatory requirements in addition to the respective re-
quirements of the financial institution.
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Real-time capable
Mass payments processing with 

TRAVIC-Payment Hub for
instant payments and RTP

Parallel processing
Simultaneous and prioritised 

processing of single transactions 
and real-time bulks

Highly available
Zero downtime during 

a release change

Ready for Request to Pay
The payments platform is already 

designed for RTP; SEPA RTP is 
currently being implemented

TRAVIC Payment Hub: Gerüstet für die Zukun� des Zahlungsverkehrs

Quelle: PPI AG

Der TRAVIC Payment Hub erfüllt sämtliche Anforderungen an eine moderne und zukun�sfeste Zahlungsverkehrsplattform.
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Responsive

ResilientElastic

Message Driven

TRAVIC Payment Hub: Reaktive Komponenten im Einsatz

Quelle: PPI AG

Durch die Beachtung des reaktiven Manifests lassen sich mit dem TRAVIC Payment Hub im Echtzeitzahlungsverkehr – Instant Payments und RTP – 
auch unter Höchstlast ohne massiven Hardware-Einsatz kürzeste Antwortzeiten realisieren.
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Ready for Request to Pay Instant payments solution – mass payments at 
high speed

One standard – many possibilities

Request to Pay (RTP) is the new European standard for 
electronic payment requests. An RTP message contains 
all information about the transaction and simplifies the al-
location of the payment considerably. The end customer 
can pay the bill with just one click. When RTP is used with 
established payment processes, real-time processing of 
orders and responses is easily achievable – 24/7/365. 

RTP also paves the way to new value-added services such 
as invoice digitisation, invoice analysis or other cross-sell-
ing products. 

Advantages on all sides

•	 For	financial	institutions
– Improvement of the customer relationship through 

value-added services
- Distribution and full utilisation of instant payments
- Higher customer loyalty through account-based pay-

ment processes

•  For	corporate	customers
- Comfortable, secure and guaranteed payment receipt
- No more need for (direct debit) mandate management
- Simple payment allocation (reconciliation)

Easy integration

Financial institutions using TPH can offer Request to Pay 
as a new service without adapting their payments systems. 
The modular design of TPH guarantees uncomplicated in-
tegration. TPH enables uninterrupted operation even dur-
ing release changes and is connected to the R2P service of 
EBA CLEARING.

Of course, TPH supports active and passive scenarios. The 
same applies to all defined cancellation processes – re-
quests for cancellation – and investigations.

The core of RTP processing is the connection of the bank 
systems, the time monitoring of the RTP process, as well 
as the automated allocation and acknowledgement of all 
associated messages. 

The new normal

Instant payments are revolutionising European payments. 
They are imposing entirely new requirements on the pro-
cessing bank systems. 

A critical factor is the parallel processing of many single 
payments. A high-performance and robust online process-
ing is thus an essential requirement for instant payments.

TPH is designed to handle the volumes of all of today's 
mass payments in real time and at the same time guaran-
tees short and capped lead times. These requirements, 
which are actually contradictory, can be met through an 
appropriate software architecture (see figure).

In the context of instant payments, high availability also 
means the need to be able to guarantee zero downtime in 
the event of release changes. 

TPH is optimised for processing instant payments and, de-
spite its low hardware requirements, achieves a data vol-
ume of 6,000 transactions per second during peak loads. 
Taking into account the entire process chain, including 
downstream process steps such as archiving or statistics 
on the same standard hardware, a data volume of 1,000 
transactions per second is realistic according to the meas-
urements.

Reconciliation

Reconciliation of clearing accounts is a professional chal-
lenge. TPH helps you to keep track of everything even 
in case of delayed responses, investigation requests,  
recalls and returns.

Avoiding	bottlenecks

The behaviour during peak loads is decisive for a smooth 
operation with high data volumes. If, for example, a corre-
spondent or a connected system does not respond in time 
due to technical problems, this should not cause a bottle-
neck for the remaining transactions. To this end, PPI uses a 
new technology characterised by robustness and resilience.

Real-time	bulks

Real-time bulks differ from the usual SEPA bulks only in 
that they include a local instrument ID. They are easy to 
create for corporate clients. TPH can receive these bulks, 
pause them until the desired future execution date and 
then perform a balance check for the sum. The individual 
transactions are then executed in real time. The combined 
status report provides corporate customers with detailed 
information on single transaction and bulk level both in 
case of success and in case of errors.

TRAVIC-Payment Hub: equipped for the future of payments

TRAVIC-Payment Hub meets all 
requirements of a modern and 
future-proof payments platform.

TRAVIC-Payment	Hub:	reactive	components	in	action

By observing the reactive manifest, TRAVIC-Pay-
ment Hub can achieve the shortest response times 
in real-time payments – instant payments and RTP – 
even under peak load and without massive hardware 
demands.

www.ppi.de/en



Independent of the operating model
 
TPH is available as a component of PPI's payments as a ser-
vice offering. However, it can also be operated on-premis-
es under one's own responsibility. 

The TRAVIC operator concept, which consists of poten-
tially multiple business clients and a system client for the 
operator, enables efficient operation even for several cli-
ents. Technical administration can thus be carried out ef-
ficiently and rights can be defined in a targeted way, even 
across clients. For example, a new bank directory only 
needs to be imported once and can be distributed to all 
clients with a licence. 

Identical	interfaces	

Thanks to the hybrid platform approach, back-end sys-
tems such as the business partner, booking or embargo 
system can be connected in a uniform manner. The same 
applies to balance check systems. Even when separate 
interfaces or multiple channels are chosen for different 
payments schemes, the uniform implementation results in 
synergies between the procedures.

Compatible with almost any payments land-
scape

The open PPI interface concept is based on the proven 
provider technology. It offers banks, computer centres and 
integration partners the option of implementing custom 
interfaces or integrating the product's standard interfaces.

TPH eventing mechanisms flexibly inform monitoring sys-
tems about status changes of payments, messages and 
master data. A functional example of this is the interac-
tion with TRAVIC-Service-Cockpit, which is connected via 
Apache Kafka.
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Efficient from introduction to operation

Services

• High-value payments
• Cross-border payments
• Real-time payments (IP)
• Mass payments (SCT, SDD, SCC)
• Request to Pay – payment initiation
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PPI AG
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80807 Munich
Germany
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For questions and further information:


